Bale will fascinate you with its architecture, Bale-Vale-18th century) and in Istria's interior (15th-16th century) with the advent of the can-

Buje is very proud of its late Baroque Church and gates all date from the Middle Ages.

Drabbit Stone Huts and Stone Huts and Drbble Dratte-18th century) when some of the most magnificent examples of wall paintings in Istria were pro-

From Draguć we have a beautiful view of Lake -18th century) and in Istria’s interior (15th-16th century) with the advent of the can-

Groznjan-Grisignana Groznjan-Grisignana is a famous village of artists noted for its Romanesque and Gothic churches and monasteries. It is situated in a picturesque setting and is surrounded by vineyards. The town centre is located on a hilltop overlooking the settlement. The Groznjan-Grisignana castle was built in the 12th century and was later enlarged and renovated in the 13th century. It has a defensive function and was used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Hum Vrsar's famous hilltop town is located on a small island in the middle of the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Kept Hostel The Kept Hostel is a charming inn located in the heart of the town. It is known for its traditional Croatian cuisine andfor being one of the best places to stay in Bale. The inn offers comfortable rooms with modern facilities and a friendly staff. It is highly recommended for those looking for a relaxing stay in Bale.

Kotli Allegedly situated among twoasserfalls, the Kotli village is a famous tourist destination. It is located in the heart of the Kotli Canyon, surrounded by nature and the sea. The village has a long history and is known for its traditional Croatian cuisine. It is a perfect place to relax and enjoy the natural beauty of Istria.

Kotored The Kotored village is located in the middle of the Kotored Canyon, surrounded by nature and the sea. It is a famous tourist destination and is known for its traditional Croatian cuisine. The village has a long history and is highly recommended for those looking for a relaxing stay in Istria.

Labinci From the 13th c. on, Roč was the centre of the literary and artistic life of Istria. It was the birthplace of Roč, the famous Croatian playwright and poet. Today, the town centre is located on a hilltop overlooking the settlement. The Labinci castle was built in the 13th century and was later enlarged and renovated in the 14th century. It has a defensive function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Labin Labin is a famous town located in the heart of the Labin Valley, surrounded by nature and the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.
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Labin-Lazise Labin-Lazise is a famous town located in the heart of the Labin Valley, surrounded by nature and the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Medulin Medulin is a famous town located in the heart of the Medulin Valley, surrounded by nature and the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Pula-Pola Pula-Pola is a famous town located in the heart of the Pula-Pola Valley, surrounded by nature and the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Sv. Lovreč Sv. Lovreč is a famous town located in the heart of the Sv. Lovreč Valley, surrounded by nature and the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Umag-Umago Umag-Umago is a famous town located in the heart of the Umag-Umago Valley, surrounded by nature and the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.

Vrsar Vrsar is a famous town located in the heart of the Vrsar Valley, surrounded by nature and the sea. It has a defense function and was also used as a prison. Today, the castle is a museum.
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